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ABSTRACT 

The object of this paper is to evaluate two definite integrals 
involving the product of a double hypergeometric function and a 
generalized Fox's H-function. A few particular cases of interest 
have also been discussed. 

1. Introduction. In this paper some finite and infinite integ
rals involving the product of a double hypergeometric function and 
an JI-function in two arguments have been evaluated with the help of 
certain expansions given recently by Singh and Sharma [8]. The 
H-function of two variables is a general form of the double hyper
geometric function and it contains the G-function of two variables 
[!], Fox's H-function, product of two H-functions, and so many 
other functions in two arguments. Also, the double hypergeometric 
function may be reduced to the familiar Appell functions, the genera
lized hypergeometric function, and the product of two generalized 
hypergeometric functions (which, in turn, yield most of the special 
functions of frequent occurrence in problems of analysis, both pure 
and applied). Thns the integrals discussed here are very general 
in nature, and on specializing the parameters these will yield a num
ber of interesting and nseful results, some of which have been 
derived in section 3. 

We find it covenient to use the following notation of the H-func
tion of two variables, given recently by Mathur [7, p. 215]. 
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(1.1) H"' v1, v2 , m,, m 2 [x 
p, [t : t'J, s, [q : q'] y 

{(•,, e,)) ] . 
{(y,, c1)}; {(y',,, c' 1,)} 

{(8,, d,)} 

{(p,, b,)}; {(Wq'. b'q•)} 

where, 

n 
II r(l-•i+e;~+e,~) 
~·=1 

¢(~+~)=------------

II r(e,-e,;-e,~) II r(81+d,;+d;'I)) 
j=n+1 j=l 

and 

'¥(;, 'I))= 

m1 v1 m2 v2 

II r(P1-bj;) II r(Y;+c,~) II r(P/-b/~) II r(y/+c;'~) 
f~I j~I j~I j~I 

q 
II r(l - P1 + b;';) 

j=ni1+1 

t q' 
II r(I-y;-c,;) n r(l-P/+b,''I)) 

j=v1+l j=m2+l 
t' 
II r(l-y/-c/'I)) 

j=v2+1 

{(A., Bv)} stands for the set of paramoters (Ai, B,), .. ., (A,, Bv) 
and O<;;m,,;;;;q, O<;;m2<;;q', O<;;v1,;;;;1, O<;;v,<;;t', O<;;n<;;p. 

The sequences of parameters {(Pml' bm,)}, {(Wm" b'm
2
)}, 

{(y,
1

, c,
1 

)}, {(r',
2

, c',
2 

)} and {(•n• e.)) are such that none of the 
poles of the integrand coincide. The paths of integration are inden
ted, if necessary, in such a manner that all the poles of r(pi-b1;) 
(j=l, .. ., m1) and r(Pk'-b,'~) (k=I, .. ., m2) lie to the right, and 
those of r(y,+-;c;) (J=l, ... , v1), r(Y;+~c,') (k=I, .. ., v2) and 
r(l-e,+e;;+er~) (j=I, .. ., n) lie to the left of the imaginary 
axis, and the integral converges if jarg (x)I <~An and jarg (Y)I 
<~.\'re; where 

m1 v1 n q t 
I. = :;: b;+ :;: c1+ ~ e;- ~ bi- :;: c, 

j=I j=I j=l j=n11+1 j=v1+l 
p s 

- ~ e;- :;: d;>O, 
j~n+I j~l 
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~ ~ n q' t' 

A'= :i; b/ + :i; c/ + :>: e1- }; b;'- }; c/ 
j=l j=l j=l j=1112 + l j=v2 +1 

p 
- :i; 

j=n+l 

For the sake of brevity, (1.1) will be denoted by H [; J The 

behaviour of H [; Jror small values of x and y has been discussed 

in [7, p. 218), and we have H [: J=o (ixiP ly/P'), lxl->0, IYl-+0, 

where P=min R (~:). W=min R (~:) (h=l, ... , m1 ; k=l, ... , 

m,) and 

q t 'P s 
}; b,- }; c;-}; e;+}; d,=~>0, 

j:l j=l j=J j=l 

q' t' p s 
}; b';- :i; c';-}; e;+}; d;-S'>O. 

J=l j=l j=l 1=1 

On the other hand, the behaviour of the associated function 

H 1 [; J which corresponds to the case n=O of H [:} when lxl 

and IYl-+ao, is given by [7, p. 218). H, [; J =0 ( lxla IY(), where 

R(Y1-l) ' R(y/-1) (. I .. , I ) o::=max ~ 'a =max 7j ]= ' ... , 'J1' J = ' ... , \12 

and S>O, S'>O, 1'>0, ,\'>0, larg (X)i<P,n, larg (y)i <~,\'7r where 
o, 5' ,\and 1'' are taken with n=O. 

We list here the following results that will be required in our 
derivation. 

(1.2) 
[

(a) : (c) ; (c') ; J zP F xz,yz 
(b) : (d); (d') ; 

=r(I + +~J ~ r(l +2r+a+PJr(I +r+ a+Pl(-p), 
P t~• r(l+y+aJ rc2+y+p+a+PJ 

[

l+p, l+p+a , (a); (c); (c'); J 
.F x,y 

l+p-y, 2+y+r+a+~, (b): (d); (d'); 
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where A+C<;;;B+D, A+C'<;;;B+D', -p<min (l+a, i" +~), a>-1, 
P>-1, (a) donates the sequence of A parameters a1 , •.. , a A, and 
similarly for (b), (b'), etc., and the notation for the double hyper
geometric function is due to Burchnall and Chaundy [4, p. 112] in 
preference, for the sake,of generality and elegance, to the one intro
duced earlier by Kampe de Feriet [2, p. 150]. 

Formula (1.2) is the same as the main result of Singh and 
Sharma's paper [8]. It follows also as a special case of a number 
of known results, involving G and H functions of two variables, 
which were given by several earlier writers. 

Now in (1.2) replace z by z/P, and x, y by Px, py, respectively, 
and proceed to the limit as P--+oo. This will lead formally to the 
following expansion formula, involving Laguerre polynomials, since 

and 

lima__,.
00 

P,,(o, ~) (1-2Z/P)=Ln (a) (Z), 

1 
limB--+oo (P)k (z/PJ'=limB--+oo (Pz)'. (p), =Z', 

for all integral k )>0. 

(1.3) 
[

(a): (c) ; (c').; 
zPF 

(b) ; (d); (d'); 
xz, y z J 

=P(l+P+a)}; (-P)y L(u.) (z) 
Y~o P((I + Y +a) (Y) 

[

l+p, l+a+p, (a); (c); (c'); J 
.F x, y , 

l+p-Y, (b): (d); (d'); 

provided that A+C,,.;B+D, A+C'<;;;B-t-D', -p<min (I +a, i"+l) 
and a>-1. 

(I .4) 
r(-z+y) (-IJYP(z+I) 
P(-z) = P(z-i=T-Y) ' 

which is derivable from [5, p. 3, (4))]. 

2. TJ1e following integrals wi11 be evaluated. 

(2.1) J1 
zP+A (1-z)P F [(a); (c); (c'); xz, yz] H[uzm] dz 

o (b) ; (d) ; (d') ; vzm 
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=r(l +P+"-) 

S (-I)'r(l+Y+P) r(l+Y+a+~) r(l+2Y+a-+p) (-p)·r 

y-o r(l+Y+a) r(2+Y+f+"-+P) y! 

[

l+p, 1 +P+"', (a) : (c); (c'); J 
.F x,y 

l+p-Y, 2+Y+p+a+P. (b): (d); (d'); 

n+2, vi, v2, m1. m2 

· H p+2, [t: I'], s+2, [q: q'] 

[ 

!(-fl, m), (a-,\, m), ((<p, •v)} ] 

u {(Y,, c,)}; {(y'I', c'1, )) 

v {8,, d,)}, (2+Y+ll+p, m), (I+ ,\-o:--y, m) 

I {(~,. b,)); {Wq•, b'q· l} 

the formula (2.1) is valid for R {p+A+m(~ )+m(r:)}·>-1, 

(h=l, .. ., m1; k=I, ... , m,), R(P)>-1, 8?0, 8'>0, ,\>0, ,\'>0, 
jarg (u)j<P,.n, jarg (v)l<!~A'7T along with the conditions given in 
(1.2). 

(2.2) Jm zP+,\-le-zF[(a):(c);(c'); xz,yz
1JH,ruzm]dz 

o (b) : (d) ; (d') ; _ Lvzm 
=r(l+r+a) '] (-IV (-p)y 

Y~o r(l+Y+o:Jy! 

[

l+p, l+r+a, (a): (c); (c'); J 
F x,y 

I +p-Y, (b): (d); (d'); 

. H2, 1J1 , vii. m 1, m2 

p+2, [t: t'], s+I, [q: q'] 

[ 

1

(1-11, m,)(1-ll+o:, m), {Czv, e,)}] 
u {(Y,, c,)} ; {(Y',, , c' t' )} 

v {(8,, d,)}, (,\-a-Y, m) 

{(p,, b,)); {(Wq•, b'q•)) 

the conditions of validity for (2.2) being R{p+.>.+m(~: )+m(~'.;)} 
>0 (h=I, ... , m1; j=I, ... , 111 2), 8>0, 8'>0, ,\=0, ,\'>0, jarg (u)j 
<1,\rr, jarg (v)I <Pin, along with the conditions given in (1.3) where 
B, B', ,\and ;\' are taken with n=O. 
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Proof. To prove (2.1), take formula (l.2), multiply both sides 
by f(z) dz, integrate with respect to z over the interval (0, I), and 
interchange the order of summation and integration. We thus get 

(2.3) J zP F xz, yz f(z)dz=P(I +P +•) 
1 [(a):(c);(c'); J 
0 ( b) : ( d) ; ( d') ; 

~ r(l+2Y+•+Pl P(l+y+a+PJ(-Ply 
y~o r(l+y+a.) P(2+Y+p+a+~) 

ll +p, I +p+a, 
.F 

I +p-'I, 2+ Y+p+a+p, 

(a):(c);(c'); J 
x,y 

(b) : ( d) ; ( d') ; 

J
1 la,~) 

P (I -2z) f(z) dz. 
0 y 

The above formula is valid when A+C<B+D, A+C'<B+D', 
-P<min (l+a, ~a+f), R(p+·0+l)>O, where it is assumed that 
f(x) is continuous for all x>O, and /(x)=O (xn), where x-+0. 

The change of order of summation and integration is permissible 
[3, p. 500] because 

(i) The series 

'}! r_Q_+2Y+•+PJ r(l+Y+•+P)(-P)y 
y~o P(l+Y+a) P(2+Y+p+•+P) 

[

l+p, l+p+a, (a): (c); (c'); J (a,~) 
. F x, y P (1-2z) 

I+ P-Y, 2+Y+p+a+~, (b) : (d); (d'); Y 

is uniformly convergent in O<z<N. N being arbitrary; 

(ii)/(z) is continuous function of z for all values of z>O ; 

(iii) The integral on the left of (2.3) converges absolutely under 
the stated conditions. 

On taking 

A ~ r uzm] 
f(z)=z (l-z) H Lvz'" 

in (2.3), replacing the generalized H-function on the right hand 
side by its equivalent contour integral as given in(l.1), interchanging 
the order of summation and integration, which is justified due to 
the absolute convergence of the integrals, evaluatjng the inner inte-
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gral with the help of (6, p. 284, (2)] and interpreting it with (I.I), 
we find (2.1) nnder the assumptions already stated. 

If we use the formula (1.3), instead of (1.2), and proceed on 
parallel lines as mentioned above, then on considering 

f(z)=zll-1 e-z H, [uz"'] 
vzm 

and making use of the known result [6, p. 292, (!)],we shall arrive 
at formula (2.2). 

3. Particular cases. (i) On taking n=p=s=O, A=B, a;=b1, 

}=I, .. ., A (or B), in (2.1), the H-function of two variables and 
the double hypergeometric function break up into the products 
of Fox's H-functions and generalized hypergeometric functions, 
respectively, and thus we find 

J' zP+·\1-zl cFn [(c); xz] 
0 (d) ; 

(3. I) 

[
(c') ; J m, v, [ i{(J-y,, c,)}J 

C'FD' yz H uzm I 
(d') ; t, q I {(ll,, b,)} 

m,, v2l' 1{(1-Y'1., c',, )}] 
. H vzm 1' dz 

t',q' '{(Wq,,b'q•}) 

=r(I+p+•l 

~ (-IJY ro+r+llJ ru+r+•+lll ru+2r+•+lll(-p)y 
•~ n1+r+m)~2+Y+p+•+il)TI 

[
l +p, l +P+• : (c) ; (c') ; J 

.F xy 
l+p-Y, 2+Y+p+m+ll: (d): (d'); ' 

H2, vi, v2 m1• m, u {(Y,, ct)}; {(Y'1,, c' I') 

[ 

(-A, m), (a-,\, m) l 
2, [I: t'], 2, [q: q'] v (2+Y+11+1l, m), (I+.\-y-x, m)J' 

{(13,. b,)}; {(ll'q•' b'q•)} 

valid under the same conditioi1S as for equation (2.l) with A=B, 
n=p=s=O, a1=b;, j=I, ... ,A (or B). 

(ii) Next on taking p=n=t' =v,=0, lli' =0, bi' =q' =m,=I, 
A =B, a1=b1. }=1, .. ., A (or B), Jetting V-+0, and choosing the other 
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parameters suitably, the H-functi6n of two variables reduces to Fox's 
fl-function, and then (2.1) yields 

(3.2) J' zP+\1-z)~ 0 Fn[(c); xzl
0
'Fn'[(c') ;yz ~J 

0 (d) ; J ( d') ; 

H uzm !dz 
m,,v,[ l{(Y,. c1)}1 

I, q {(/l,, b,)}j 

=I'(l+p+cc) 

'2: (-!)YI'(! +r+ PJI'( I +Y+a +PJI'(l +2y+a+/3)( - p) Y 

Y=O I'(l+y+a)I'(2+Y+P+cc+/3) y! 

[ 

l+p, l+p+a: (c); (c'); J 
.F ~y 

l+P-y, 2+Y+p+a+/l: (d); (d'); 

m,, v1 +2 [ 1(-A, m), (a-A, m), {(y,, c,)} J 
Ht+2, q+2 u {(/3,, b,)}, (-1 -Y -A -/3, m), (-A+cc+y, m) , 

provided that R(p+A+ n~;)>-l, (j=I. ... : m1), R(!l)>-1, 

t q m1 q v1 t 
2: C;- 2: b;=T<;O, 2: b,- 2: b;+ 2: c;- 2: c;=M>O, 

j=l j=I j=l j=m1+1 j=l j=v1+l 

f arg (u)i <in M along with the conditions given in (1.2) with A =B. 

Further, with y=O, we get 

(3.3) r zP+\J-z)/l 
0
Fn[(c); xz]Hm,,v,[uzmf {(y,, c,)) ]dz 

0 (d); t, q {(/l,, b,)} 

=I'(l+p+a) 

z (-,!)YI'(! +Y+ 13Jr(l +r+"'+/l)I'(I + 2y+ '-+ /3)( - p)y 

Y=o l'(l+Y+")!'(2+y-r-p+r.<+/3JY! 

[ 

l+p, l+p+a, (c); J 
. 0+2F D+2 x 

l+p-y, 2+y+p+cc+p, (d); 

m1, v1 +2 [ I (-A, m), ("- -A, m), {(y,, c,)) J 
H ul . • , 

t+2. q+2 r{(/l,, b,)},(-1-y-A-/3, m), (A+ r+o., m) 

which is valid under the same conditions of validity as for (3.2), but 
with C'=D'=O. 
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Results similar to (3.1), (3.2) and (3.3) may also be derived from 
(2.2). Finally we remark that since the functions occurring in the 
integrands of (3.1), (3.2) and (3.3) are of general character these may 
provide some interesting results by reducing some or all to simple and 
commonly used special functions. 
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